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Computer vision and robotics have been widely used in industry to reduce costs and improve 
proficiency. In these robot vision applications, one important task is positioning/placing a camera 
attached on a robot to a desired pose so that the camera can get the required images in various 
applications, such as visual inspection, pick-and -place operation. In our study, we want to realize 
this task in a visual inspection system, where an inspection camera is mounted on a robot. The 
robot is controlled あllowing a trained trajectory to move the camera close to each inspection 
region. However, when the inspection object is not put in the training pose, the trained robot 
trajectory w迎 cause camera position e町or and this error will red uce the inspection e伍ciency
great1y as the input images for inspection are not taken 企om the inspection regions. In this 
dissertation we concentrate on solving the camera positioning task which consists in calculating a 
new trajectory for the inspection task with random object poses. 
To realize visual inspection with unknown object poses, it is necess訂y to place the camera to a 
new pose so that the camera can keep the same relative poses to the object to inspect it. Therefore, 
we are interested in developing effective algorithms for camera positioning. For a pop叫ar
research topic in the computer vision and robotics, a large amount of approaches have been 
proposed in the literature. However, until now there are st出 many obstacles to accomplish this 
camera positioning task with various objects, because of the challenges 仕om the diversity of the 
real objects; the large differences between the initial pose and the de町ed final pose w hich often 
cause local pose estimation algorithms to fail and the complexity of the scene which is partially 
occluded or heavily cluttered. 
To deal with these challenges, our study aims for placing a camera attached on a robot relative to 
various kinds of objects even with partial occlusion or cluttered scenes at a high speed. The whole 
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dissertation is composed of 5 chapters. 
Chapter 1 describes our study objectives and motivations. A survey of the related approaches for 
camera positioning is presented in detail. From the survey of the state-of-art approaches, we 
found that no single approach can deal with this camera positioning task well in various cases. 
Consequently, it is necessary to combine several approaches for reliable system performances. We 
have proposed two combination strategies to place a camera with respect to planar objects and 3D 
objects respectively. 
Chapter 2 presents our work on the GPU acceleration to address the need for faster homography 
solutions so that it can solve the slow processing speed problem of the E8M tracking algorithm, 
which causes it to fail in tracking fast moving objects or large tracking regions. We have analyzed 
the E8M algorithm and found the most time-costing pa此 in the algorithm to optimize. 1n our 
GPU implementation we have adopted several GPU optimization techniques such as code 
parallelization, memoηoptimization， memory coalescing and strided access. Our contribution is 
that we have adopted GPU s to accelerate the E伍cient 8econd -order Minimization (E8M) 
tracking algorithm to improve the whole system performances. The evaluation experiments show 
that, compared with the CPU-E8M implementation, our GPU implementation has accelerated it 
by 20 to 30 times and can realize the object tracking at high speed. The extension of the GPU 
optimization to the deformable image registration problem also shows that our GPU acceleration 
implementation is ve巧T use白1 for fast visual tracking applications. The parallelization and 
optimization is described in detail so that this part can be a reference for those researchers in this 
filed. 
1n chapter 3, we focus on solving the camera positioning task by a homography-based visual servo 
scheme with planar objects. Our combination strategy for homography-based visual servo to place 
a camera with planar objects for visual inspection is described in detail. The combination is based 
on the 8cale 1nvariant Feature Transform (81FT) matching algorithm and the Ef五cient
8econd -order Minimization (E8M) tracking algorithm. Both algorithm can find homography 
estimation independently, however, the E8M tracking algorithm needs good initialization, while 
the 81FT matching algorithm can provide a homography estimation 仕om a large region but it is 
slow. Therefore, in the combination we have adopted the multi-thread programming technique to 
run both GPU-E8M and GPU-81FT algorithms on separate GPUs simultaneously and proposed a 
switch strategy between both methods based on the ZNCC value. 1n this combination strategy, 
the E8M tracking algorithm in chapter 2 provides fast homography estimation, meanwhile the 
initial homography, which is the key issue for the E8M tracking algorithm as a local optimization 
method, is provided by the 81FT matching algorithm. With this strategy, when the E8M tracking 
algorithm fails due to large initial error or occlusions, the homography 企om the 81FT matching 
algorithm is loaded to initializing the E8M tracking. Evaluation experiments show that, 
compared with the E8M or 81FT method, our combination strategy has improved the system 
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performances on processing speed, convergence range and the robustness to occlusions. Therefore, 
the system can 五nd homography estimation 仕om large initial pose ranges at a high speed and 
robust to occlusions, which shows the combination strategy is very useful おr the 
homography-based visual tracking and visual servo applications. 
In chapter 4 we concentrate on solving the camera positioning task by a pose estimation scheme 
with 3D objects. Chapter 4 presents a coarse-to-fine strate窃T to estimate the object pose so as to 
move a camera relative to 3D objects for visual inspection. Initial object pose estimation is 
obtained by an e伍cientview-based pose estimation approach. Then the pose estimation is refined 
by local optimization approaches to provide a more accurate pose to move the camera. Finally, a 
homography-based visual servo scheme is adopted to reduce the influence 仕om the eロor of 
system calibration and ensure the camera to be placed to its desired pose for visual inspection. 
With this combination strategy, the initial pose is realized by a global search for the maximum 
similarity between the real image and those images rendered 仕om Computer Graphics (CG 
image), hence the local optima as in other methods have be effectively avoided. To accelerate the 
search, we propose a lookup table method. Firstly, a series of image features are calculated 仕om
the image moments of al the CG images rendered 仕om al possible poses in the search space. 
Then the principal component analysis (PCN is carried out on these image features to reduce the 
feature dimension so as to reduce the size of the lookup table. With the PCA projected features a 
lookup table is created. By using PCA projection the features' distribution has been improved and 
the memory space for the lookup table has been effectively reduced. By searching the maximum 
similarity in a smaller space in the lookup table, a remarkable speedup of the pose estimation has 
been obtained. The real applications of visual inspection and pick-and -place operation of 3D 
objects based on this combination strategy are described in detail to evaluate the e伍ciency. The 
evaluation experiments show that, compared with those feature based methods which require a 
good guess ofthe initial pose, our combination strategy can find the .pose estimation in large range. 
Real applications with our pose estimation have shown that the combination strategy is an 
important contribution for positioning an inspection camera with 3D objects. 
Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation and a discussion of future work is proposed. 
Finally, the mathematical tools and robot kinematics commonly used in this dissertation are 
presented in the appendix parts. 
In conclusion, we have proposed two combination strategies to effectively place a camera with 
planar objects and 3D objects, with which the camera positioning task can be realized with large 
initial range and high accuracy. This study is a good contribution to the fields of machine vision, 









第 2 章では，高速に動く対象を追跡するための手法について論じている. E8M トラッキングの
処理コストは追跡領域の面積に依存するので，大きな追跡領域ではリアルタイム実行が難しい.
本論文は GPU を用いて処理を高速化するアルゴリズムを提案している.本手法は， CPU を使っ




じ，ホモグラフィを計算するための手法を提案する.提案手法では E8M トラッキングと 81FT
マッチングを組み合わせる. E8M トラッキングは高速で精度が高いが収束条件が局所的である.
一方で， 81FT マッチングロバストであるが計算コストが高い.本論文はマルチスレッドで GPU




第 4 章では， CAD モデルを用いた 3 次元対象の位置姿勢推定とカメラ位置制御について論じて
いる.本章は対象の位置姿勢推定をするために粗し 1推定と高精度な推定を 2 段階で行う手法を提





にしている.また， 2 章と 3 章で開発したアルゴリズムを用いて製品検査を実施し，高性能の
OKlNG 判定を実現している.これは検査アルゴリズムとピ、ジュアルサーボ、における有用な成果で
ある.
第 5 章では本論文をまとめる.
以上要するに本論文は，効率的なカメラ位置制御のための手法を提案し，大局的で高精度な目
視検査システムを実現するための重要な知見を与えるものであり，システム情報科学の発展に寄
与するところが少なくない.
よって，本論文は博士(情報科学)の学位論文として合格と認める.
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